CDES 396: Editing terms and concepts
Modified from a conversation with and document by Mark Klett

Editing is a way to discover and realize meaning in your work
Editing terms: KEY IMAGES
SETS
SEQUENCES
KEY IMAGES
These are not necessarily your “best” images (though they can sometimes be)
These are images about which you may have clarity or an interests
Are often “Necessary but not sufficient” images
These are Images that reflect either parts of the whole of your vision
Choosing key images requires a willingness to see possibilities and enlarge your vision
SETS
Sets are groups based on key images.
The images are similar but do not necessarily look the same.
They may represent variations on an idea, but be differently stated.
Many photos fit into multiple sets.
Are there photos that don’t fit into any sets?
SEQUENCE
A sequence is a relationship of photos from different sets.
Two basic sequential forms: Linear and non-linear.
Linear sequences are often used in books and some installations
Meaning is realized by considering works in a specified order.*
The meaning is not necessarily built on adjacent photos but may.
The direction of reading the work may be important.
References once made may also reappear later in a linear sequence.
A linear sequence is not the same as a rebus. The rebus depends on literal interpretation of the
symbols in a set order. When ambiguity is added by unclear symbols, the rebus’ message can be
lost. The meaning of photographs in a sequence is often not fixed, is not always read in one
direction, and often requires multiple interpretations.
Non-linear sequences are often used in installations and exhibitions. Non-linear sequences are not
direction specific. Images are still dependent on the group. Images can be made coherent through
individual but co-dependent sets.

* The Five Hat Racks principle: There are five ways to organize information: category, time, location,
alphabet, and continuum. But photographs can function much like nouns, verbs, and adjectives,
so they can be organized in more complicated ways. From Universal Principles of Design by
Lidwell, Holden, and Butler.

